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EVERGREEN REVIEW 
315 HUDSON STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y, 10013 

This is somewhat unusual . . . but Evergreen's Editors would like to send 
you as many "au books — ffiost~ remarkable books. -too -- with"their personal 
compliments. 

This richly rewarding gift is our way of inviting you to celebrate with 
us a new phase of the exciting cultural explosion we are living in, as Ever¬ 
green becomes a monthly magazine (instead of publishing every two months as 
in the past). 

And this gift represents the feeling of our Editors that you, unless we 
have been badly misinformed, would share with Evergreen's readers a delight 
in the most adult - the most literate - the most stimulating and meaningful 
writing. theatre. art and photography on today's cultural scene. 

Actually, this change has long been overdue. Even though Evergreen has 
consistently been the leader in introducing the freshest, most gifted writers, 
artists, sculptors and playwrights in the world, I must confess that it has 
often been a frustrating and heartbreaking task to choose from an embarrass¬ 
ment of literary riches. After all, why should our more than 200,000 readers 
(skyrocketing up from some 25,000 a little over a year ago) have to wait two 
months for such stimulating, varied reading as they have been receiving in 
recent issues: 

✓ 
>/ 
✓ 
✓ 
✓ 

Rosencran.tzr& GuildensteTTrAre^Sgad - the complete script- 
of this international hit that may well be one of the most 
important and enduring plays of this century. 

The Magical Mystery Trip - Timothy Leary takes you on a 
guided visit to turned-on Anglo-India, a hip session 
of London's Parliament and the Beatles' revelations. 

Che Guevara's Diary - first publication of the campaign 
diary found on Che's body when he was killed in Bolivia. 

I las Curious - Excerpts from the diary of this sensational 
Swedish film kept by the Director. 

Ft. Lauderdale Beer Bust - in which seven college students 
tell Evergreen readers what really goes on during those 
Bacchanalian Easter rites on the Florida beaches — 

and much more that will delight you, excite you, provoke you, 
and keep you right up in the vanguard where it's all happening. 

My associates and I think that you, too, will enjoy the new Evergreen Review 
— and just to back up our opinion on this notable occasion, we've arranged 
an extremely advantageous double-barrelled offer for you, consisting of . . . 

(continued) 
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An introductory subscription to the new monthly Evergreen 
Review at a saving of 25# from the newsstand price (or 33# 
off if you prefer the longer term); 

PLUS a free copy - sent to you at once with the Editors' 
compliments — of each of the following books: 

You receive THE PEARL, one of the most remarkable examples 
of underground literature ever printed. This giant volume 
includes six complete novels and hundreds of other fascinat¬ 
ing, rollicking treasures. 

Then there is LA MAISON DE RENDEZ-VOUS, called by the New 
York Times "a mystery novel with murder, sex, money, beautiful 
girls strolling in the exotic streets of Hong Kong...but un¬ 
deniably one of the most challenging novels of the season...a 
new literary entertainment, and a poetic, captivating book." 

The third book is A MAN WITH A MAID, an erotic classic sup¬ 
pressed for 75 years. It is a fascinating, beautifully written 
anonymous novel that explores with rare candor the various 
relationships between a gentleman, a woman he holds in bondage, 
and various other persons. It is a runaway national bestseller. 

The fourth book is I AM CURIOUS, which makes available the com¬ 
plete scenario and over 250 still photos from the sensational 
Swedish film which has not yet been allowed into this country. 
It is yours as an extra free bonus simply for saving the 
bother of bookkeeping and billing on your introductory 
subscription. 

Please note that this introductory invitation and gift book offer is for 
this occasion to mark the change of Evergreen Review to monthly publication. 
To take advantage of it, simply return the enclosed subscription voucher. Your 
free books will go out to you at once. 

I hope you will accept this invitation to enjoy the new monthly Evergreen 
Review. I think you will find every issue a fresh, eye-opening experience, 
with more good reading, more eye-opening color, more stunning photos, more 
dazzling visual beauty than you've ever seen before. 

P.S. 

Sincerely, 

And here's a wonderful "extra" . . . As a subscriber to Evergreen Review, 
you will also receive full benefits of membership in Evergreen Club, the 
only club of its kind which makes available honest, powerful, and adult 
books which may never show up in your corner bookstore. Members never 
have to buy any book ever, but if they do, they benefit from unusually low 
Club prices. Your membership is completely free. 



A Newly-Discovered Jewel 
of Unblushing Erotica 

"SSi 

A MAN WITH 
A MAW 

This famous anonymous novel of 
the Victorian era relates the story 
of a Victorian gentleman named 
Jack who has been jilted by Alice, 
the maiden, and “vows to make 
her voluptuous person recom¬ 
pense him for his disappoint¬ 
ment.” Setting up residence in a 
soundproof room replete with iron 
rings set into the walls and rope 
pulleys hanging from the beams, 
he lures Alice into the “Snug¬ 
gery” and gradually introduces 
her to the joys of sexuality. Hav¬ 
ing initiated Alice, the two then 
entice Alice’s maid Fanny into the 

ugger~yn”arid proceed" to con¬ 
vert her as well. Subsequently 
they combine forces on their next 
victim, a young widow, and in a 
final scene all four join together 
to initiate the last victims, an ob¬ 
noxious mother and her marriage¬ 
able daughter. 

This is an authentic gem of 
Victorian erotica. Two volumes 
in one. 

THE PEARL 
3 Volumes Complete in 1 Giant Volume 

Here are all eighteen issues of 
the famed but quickly suppressed 
underground magazine of Vic¬ 
torian England, banned since 
1880. This giant volume of “Face¬ 
tiae and voluptuous reading” 
includes six complete novels 
that are standards of the black 
literature of the time (“Lady Pok- 
ingham, or They All Do It,” “Miss 
Coote’s Confession,” La Rose 
d’Amour, or The Adventures of a 
Gentleman in Search of Pleas¬ 
ure,” etc.”) as well as many short 
stories, a collection of the meati¬ 
est limericks then current in an 
age famed for that art form, bal¬ 
lads of epic sexual adventures, 
and countless ditties, witticisms, 
jokes, letters from “readers” and 
a potpourri of the scandalous 
gossip of the day. A remarkable 
collector’s item. 

LA MAI SON DE 
HENDEZ-VOUS 

By Alain Robbe-Grillet 

An exciting and absorbing novel 
by the famous French writer 
whose work has opened a new 
path for fiction. It is, in the words 
of The New York Times, “A mys¬ 
tery novel with murder, sex, 
money, beautiful girls strolling in 
the exotic streets of Hong Kong. 
... but undeniably one of the most 
challenging novels of the season 
... a poetic, amusing, captivating 
book.” The setting in Hong Kong 
is a house of assignation run by 
an expert at. catering to the vary- 
ing tastes of her clients. “An ele¬ 
gant sibylline, sophisticated strip¬ 
tease.” (The Kirkus Service) 

Just Published and 
A Runaway National Bestseller 

“A New Literary Entertainment 
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THE BEARD—the full text of the sensa¬ 
tional “funny, fast and authentically out¬ 
rageous brilliant little monster of a play.’’ 
(Newsweek); 

FILM A LA WARHOL—Behind the scenes 
with the DeMille of the underground set; 

THE MURDER OF SWINBURNE—An ad¬ 
vance sampling of Jack Kerouac’s big 
new novel; 

CHE GUEVARA—What really happened in 
the Bolivian jungles, plus Che’s own 

reminiscences of the guerrilla days with 
Fide! Castro; 

A FRENCHMAN LOOKS AT EROTICA — 
Alain Robbe-Grillet, one of France’s 

most distinguished novelists, expresses 
his intriguing views on everything sexual 
from Kinsey to Cardinale; 

LE ROI JONES VS. “WHITEY”—Saul Gott¬ 
lieb’s interview with the poet and black 

When you receive Evergreen Review, you enjoy each month the most adult—the most literate— 

the most exciting and meaningful writing, theatre and art on today’s cultural scene. Every issue is 
a fresh experience, filled with the work of the most gifted writers, artists, playwrights, and photog¬ 
raphers in the world today—lavishly illustrated with more eye-opening color, more stunning 

photos, more dazzling visual beauty than your eyes have ever seen. Over readers (grown 
from 25,000 just eighteen months ago) are provoked, stimulated and delighted 4ach m 

such articles and features as these, drawn from recent and forthcoming issues:' 

ich month with 
300,000 

• THE BEARD—the full text of the sensa- militant shortly after the Newark'riots— 
tional “funny, fast and authentically out- plus the poem that the judge cited in 
rageous brilliant little monster of a play.’’ giving Jones an unprecedentedly savage 
(Newsweek); sentence; 

• FILM A LA WARHOL—Behind the scenes • THE FALL OF JERUSALEM—A report by 
with the DeMille of the underground set; Abdullah (nee Marc) Schleifer; 

_ ___ . • GRIDIRON MAIDENS—Sensational photo- 
E MURDER OF SWINBURNE An ad- graphs taken secretly in the girl’s locker 
vance sampling of Jack Kerouac’s big room of a midwestem high school; 

new novel, # POETRY BY HO CHI MINH—Nine “Prison 
• CHE GUEVARA What really happened in Poems” by the President of North Viet- 

the Bolivian jungles, plus Che’s own nanr 

reminiscences of the guerrilla days with # EP (EPIDERMAL) ART—Six glorious pages 

1 e astr0, of eight fantastic females illustrating the 
• A FRENCHMAN LOOKS AT EROTICA — newest, wildest art form ever; 

Alain Robbe-Grillet, one of France’s # CONFESSIONS OF A HIPPIE—An exclu- 

most distinguished novelists, expresses Sjve interview telling it like it is—exactly 
his intriguing views on everything sexual |ike it is - on the hippie scene . . . sex, 

from Kinsey to Cardinale; drugs, babies, homosexuality, you name 

• LE ROI JONES VS. “WHITEY”—Saul Gott- it; 

lieb’s interview with the poet and black AND MORE, MORE, MORE! 

Exciting? Yes. Provocative? Yes. Fresh and literate? Yes. Why miss out on this kind of reading? 

Subscribe now at the money-saving rate (save at least 25% from the newsstand price) and start 

enjoying your issues of the most tuned-in and consistently stimulating magazine on the scene 
today. And just to add the frosting on the cake, you’ll also receive as many as four outstanding 
books—FREE. 

Plus Free Membership in the Evergreen Club 
Here’s a wonderful “extra”. . . As a subscriber to Evergreen Review, you also receive full privileges of 
membership in Evergreen Club, the only club of its kind which makes available at unusually low cost 
honest, powerful, and adult books which may never show up in your corner bookstore. Each month our 
editors send you a special bulletin about the book they select. If you want it, you don’t have to do any¬ 
thing; if you don’t, just send back the card in the self-addressed envelope included. Members never have 
to buy any book ever. 

EVERGREEN REVIEW 315 Hudson Street, New York, N. Y. 10013 

Gentlemen: I wish to take advantage of your offer which entitles me to one year 
(12 issues) of Evergreen Review at the low rate of $9 (saves 25% from the news¬ 
stand price). I’ll also receive as a Gift one copy each of The Pearl, La Maison de 

Rendez-vous by Alain Robbe-Grillet and A Man With a Maid. In addition, I am 

to receive all benefits of Evergreen Club Membership with no obligation to buy 
any book ever. 

Special Bonus Offer: If you enclose payment now, you will also receive a free 
copy of a fourth book — / Am Curious. 

□ Enclosed is my check for_ □ Please bill me 

Name 

Address 

City_State_Zip__ □ SAVE $2 more: Check here if you prefer 2 years (24 issues) at only $16 (an 
extra saving of $2)—plus all free books as above—PLUS the extra Gift of 
the hit play, Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead for payment. J 85 \ PLUS "VENUS SCHOOL-MISTRESS 

^ AS YOUR ANNIVERSARY BONUS. 

ALL THREE BOOKS FREE 
PLUS a fourth book (the 
complete scenario and 264 
photos from the Swedish 
film / Am Curious) for en¬ 
closing payment now and 
saving us and you the 
bother and expense of bill¬ 
ing and bookkeeping. 
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Yes, this is an Anniversary of "this magazine which has 
long been one of the most important literary periodicals 
in the U.S. . . " (NEWSWEEK) and we're celebrating by 
adding an additional free book to the <enclosed Bonus in¬ 
vitation (making 5 free books in all). VENUS SCHOOL¬ 
MISTRESS is reprinted from a long-surpressed 1788 British 
collection of fiction, verse and drama in the tradition 
of Ilie Pearl and My Secret Life. It is a delightfully 
entertaining book - and it is yours FREE as our Extra 
Anniversary Gift to you. Just mail your special invita¬ 
tion enclosed to take advantage of this most extra¬ 
ordinary offer. 

THE EDITORS 

FREE 
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